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Chairs Report
I note that at the beginning of my report last year that I foresaw a time of significant
change. With the benefit of hindsight that seems to have been a prescient view. I also
recalled that, at the Board Meeting in January this year, I said that as we entered the
new year, and a new decade, there were reasons for optimism. There was the
possibility, indeed probability, of increased funding from Sport England and UK Sport,
our major funding stakeholders, and we were in good standing with both of those
organisations. We were, and still are, looking forward to excellent competition at a
home Commonwealth Games. Elite athletes are part of a developing performance
structure, individual membership and club affiliation continue to grow, we are
optimistic about our developing relationships with our member Home Nations and
English Regions and plans for repairs and renovation of the academy are beginning to
take shape. What could possibly go wrong?
This report covers the period before we learnt of the potentially damaging ramifications
of the Coronavirus Pandemic. I think it’s worth saying that the effects of the virus have
been incredibly difficult for all of us, particularly of course, for those who have been
personally affected by illness or bereavement. All of grass root sport has taken a hit and
those activities that have close personal contact as an essential feature face unique
difficulty in returning to action. I think the response from Craig Anthony and his team
has been exemplary and I’m grateful to all of those who have retained contact with the
Association, and to the clubs and coaches who are being proactive in maintaining
relevant activity . Wrestling is the oldest sport, and we’ll get through it.
But back to the beginning; this report is for the year ending 31 March 2020. The early
part of the year was a time of challenge and change. Colin Nicholson, though with
serious medical issues, maintained his enthusiasm and hard work, sometimes from his
hospital bed, and we were able to maintain the stability of the organisation until we
were able to welcome Craig Anthony on 1st September. As I write, we are within days of
the first anniversary of his appointment.

There has been a host of revisions, renewals and ways of working as one would expect
with new leadership, all of them carefully considered and consulted upon and I’m most
grateful to the directors, both individually and collectively, for helping to forge these
changes. Financial reporting is more straightforward; there is a helpful triangulation
with the Association, through Theo Finitsi and Craig, Greater Sport, our financial
management partners and Slade and Cooper, our auditors. This works well and British
Wrestling is secure. Safeguarding is a priority and the situation is constantly monitored.
There has been a change of personnel in that the Lead Safeguarding Officer and Deputy
LSO positions are now with the salaried staff, i.e. Barry Pollin and Andy Michaelas. This
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was a recommendation from the NSPCC Child Protection in Sport Unit (CPSU), with
which we are in good standing. The members of the Board are doing what they can to
ensure that wrestling is welcoming to everyone and anyone who wishes to be involved.
Inclusion and diversity are continually reviewed at our meetings and we strive to be
active in our support. The director from Scotland, Vasile Jornea has agreed to be the
Board’s Diversity Champion.
We have been able to draw down additional support from our funding agencies.
Worthy of note is our ‘re-adoption’ by UK Sport. Our top athletes now receive support
from the UKS Aspiration Fund and we are currently bidding for significant funding for
the Paris Olympic cycle; this after having gone for many years with no financial support
at all from UK Sport. This means that we will be able to develop our performance
structure with confidence which will be of benefit to the Build for Birmingham Squad
and to those athletes seeking European and World Championship competition. Some of
our younger wrestlers benefitted financially from ‘Backing the Best’, a scheme
administered by Sports Aid and funded by Sport England. We made a successful bid to
Sport England to finance a Digital Transformation Project which is directed at
improving our communications, event management and membership administration.
The relationship between the British Wrestling Association and its voting members, i.e.
the Home Nations and three English regions is good and getting better. We were
delighted to welcome Wrestling Northern Ireland as the national body for Northern
Ireland into membership and are looking forward to the appointment of a director from
Northern Ireland to bring the Board up to full strength. Work has begun to improve and
enhance the organisation within the English Regions, and this will be a priority for the
next period. Each of the Home Nations is now beginning to gear up for the Birmingham
Commonwealth Games in 2022.
Other funding from Sport England has been vital in scoping the process for repair and
refurbishment of the Academy and significant preliminary work is taking place. It is
confidently expected that Sport England will help with the financing of the final project
along with similar sums promised from commercial entities. This is an exciting project.
At the Board meeting last January, I announced that I would be standing down this year
and, as I write, arrangements are being made to appoint my successor. Many of those
reading this report will be ‘lifers’ in the sport. In other words, wrestling will have been
at the centre of their lives, in whatever capacity, for many years and will remain so. I
have been privileged to be a ‘visitor’ to wrestling. I knew very little about wrestling
before I started in October 2015; I know a lot more now (but not as much as Barry!) It
has been a pleasure to meet and serve the British Wrestling community and I shall
treasure my time with all of you. I think we have wrought some big changes, but there
continues to be much to do.
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As always, to all our wrestlers and their supporters, to the volunteers and to the staff,
very many thanks. The wrestlers are at the heart of what we do.

Jem Lawson
British Wrestling Chair
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Chief Executive Comments
It is difficult to think that a year has passed already since I joined the Association and, in
some ways, it feels like it has flown by. In others, it seems a lifetime ago such is the
impact this pandemic is having on every part of our existence.
Last year I noted that 2018-19 was a year of change, I am beginning to realise that
change is a never-ending proposition for any governing body in these modern times.
Over the year we saw some fantastic international results on the European and World
stage, a true testament to the hard work of the individual wrestlers, their coaches and
the key volunteers developing the Build for Birmingham squad. Just as importantly we
saw a significant rise in attendance in domestic competitions reflecting the growth in
club affiliation and membership.
Sport England and UK Sport have been particularly supportive of British Wrestling
enabling us to cover an unexpected increase in costs to ensure we can manage the
finances of the Association as well as supporting us with funding for key projects. It is to
the testament of you the members that we are able to have such positive relationships
with these key funding agencies.
I want to thank Jem Lawson for his support and guidance over my first year. Jem will be
missed by the Board and I wish him all the best as he steps down after 5 years as Chair
of the BWA. I am also excited by the opportunities that we have as the wrestling family
in the UK and look forward to working closely with our new Chair to continue to move
the Association forward.
I know that the wrestling family want to see a strong, stable, and fair governing body
doing its best to support everyone to achieve their potential on and off the mat. I will be
working with the Board and staff, doing my utmost to serve our sport and I ask for your
support to help make this happen.
As Chief Executive, I am personally very proud of the efforts of everyone involved in
supporting British Wrestling over the past 12 months and look forward to building on
this success on behalf of our members in 2020/21.

Craig Anthony
British Wrestling Chief Executive
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Governance
The Board met five times during the year using a mixture of face to face and online
meetings.
In September 2019 Craig Anthony was appointed Chief Executive and as such became a
director. In the same month British Wrestling welcomed Jenny Linney on to the board
as Independent Non-Executive Director (Finance). Jenny has extensive experience in
Finance and Operations as a Chartered Accountant, qualifying with PwC in 2000 and has
worked in leadership roles in finance, operations, and sales across a wide range of
industry sectors. She is currently a Director for several businesses for the Credico
Group and has an executive role as Credico’s Global Chief Finance Officer.
Wrestling Northern Ireland (WNI) became the recognised member body for Northern
Ireland in February 2020, filling a void left by the dissolution of NIWA. We look forward
to welcoming a WNI nominated Board member once an appropriate recruitment
process has been able to proceed.

Welfare
British Wrestling has maintained its Green status with the Child Protection in Sport Unit
and continues to put Welfare and Safeguarding of all its participants and members at the
heart of what we do. Marc Scott was appointed as Lead Safeguarding Officer for the
Association and maintains the Improvement Plan.

Diversity
The British Wrestling Association is committed to supporting diversity in both
management and membership.
Diversity is at the heart of successful inter-actions in all walks of life. It is of paramount
importance to take into consideration everyone’s views and take advantage of the varied
backgrounds and experiences which give rise to those views. British Wrestling is
reaching out to all to come and take part in a great sport. At a management level this
means ensuring that our board and governance bodies reflect the diversity of our sport.
2019-20
Board Female
Board Male

33%
66%

2018-19
33%
66%

Finance
Sports Council
Sport England continued to fund British Wrestling activities in 2019-20. With funds
being directed to support back office costs for running and staffing the association as
well as key programmes of Talent Development and Club Development.
UK Sport funding was secured in the form of the Aspiration Fund which supports our
elite athletes in the bid to qualify for the Olympic Games whilst delivering on social
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impact outcomes. Also, during the year UK Sport funded activities to develop our
performance strategy and bid for the next Olympiad though their Strategy Support
Fund.
2019-20
273,706

Sports Council Grants

2018-19
245,650

British Wrestling generates income from a variety of sources the majority of which is
restricted for use in designated ways such as those from Sports Councils. Significant
amounts are processed as money in, money out in the operations of the sport including
competitions and talent and performance activities. Income grew significantly this year
with support from commercial partners sponsoring the employment of Office Manager
Theo Finitsi.
2019-20
Income from Membership
Athlete Contributions
Courses
Wrestling Academy
Competition Income
Other –
Sponsorship/Donations
Total

2018-19
27,321
31,380
15,474
13,521
24,633

25,414
23,979
17,303
13,846
34,831

18,354

11,182

130,683

128,573

Surplus/Loss
British Wrestling recorded a surplus on the year of £22,407, this reflected the loss of the
previous year and builds British Wrestling reserves. British Wrestling currently has an
ambition to retain three months operating costs as reserve.
Turnover
Surplus/(loss)

2019-20
406,638
22,407

2018-19
370,622
(-35,666)

2017-18
432,272
47,946

2016-17
333,711
(-3,587)

2015-16
282,461
6,206

Membership and Affiliation
2019-20 saw the continued use of the membership system provided by Go Membership.
It has now been in place for 12 months, with members and clubs becoming familiar with
the processes of the system. January 2020 saw 24 clubs reaffiliate within the first two
weeks of the year. This is due to the system saving the documentation and making the
process simpler for the clubs.

Membership numbers
Membership overall in 2019-2020 saw a total of 1968 in March 2020 from 1970 in April
2019 a continued rise from the end of the previous year. This spiked in May 2019 with a
fall back that remained higher than the previous year’s membership
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Looking at the nations and regions individually, we see that Northern Ireland and Wales
have seen a steady growth in their membership figures. In Scotland we have seen a
steady decline in membership. In England’s Southern and Midlands regions have seen a
steady growth in members and the Northern region has remained steady throughout
the year.
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Diversity
British Wrestling is committed to supporting diversity in our membership and we have
identified three key areas of measurement to measure the impact of this commitment.
There is work to be done both on the data collection but British Wrestling recognises
the need to focus on these areas to support membership growth of a diverse and wellrounded sport.
BAME
Female
Lower SocioEconomic Groups

2019-20
40%
14%
50%

2018-19
45%
10%
56%

2017-18
43%
11%
60%
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Development
Club Affiliation
At the end of 2019 BWA had 36 clubs joining. By the end of January 2020, BWA had the
highest number of clubs joining at the start of the year with 24 clubs joining. This was
due to the online platforms capabilities to allow a club to simply reaffiliate without
having to show the same documentation again. BWA are also actively working with
another 21 clubs working towards re-joining. In total BWA have received a total of 93
clubs showing interest, affiliated, or working towards affiliation in some capacity. This
is a significant increase brought about by the improved ability to simply renew your
club affiliation without posting in certificates and forms.

Club Support
In the period of Apr ‘19 - Mar ‘20 BWA
has supported 93 individual clubs via
club visits, telephone conversations or
by email. This was to offer support to
clubs in various areas such as
affiliation, growth, project grant
applications, events, competitions, and
external partners where appropriate.
For example, our newly affiliated club
Shinbudo Wrestling Club in London,
was supported in their process to join
BWA and offered support in areas of
advice around club development, policies and procedures etc.
British Wrestling also made multiple visits to the regions of England to support
Regional Committees and Clubs. End of 2019 British Wrestling visited the south regions
to redevelop the South Regions Committee and assist clubs in reaffiliating to the
governing body. In doing so we brought together several clubs to work together and
form the basis of a skeleton committee to bring clubs in the south together. The
midlands regional committee has also received support from the development team at
BWA in areas of advice, structuring and the committees 5-year development plan to
improve the region.
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Development Projects
BWA Healthy Schools Project
BWA has worked closely with clubs to
create long standing sustainable
development projects for wrestling. One
example of this has been the BWA NHS
Healthy Schools Project hosted in
partnership with Barton Athletic Club.
The project finished in 2019 and the
overall Sport England case study and
research is available upon request. The
project has brought together a total of six
schools local to the club to get 400+
children wrestling for a 10-week period
each over a period of two years. This has
led to children joining local clubs however it has been difficult to track those numbers.
The project grew into the Wigan area with Aspull Warriors Wrestling Club simulating
the project there with two additional schools. Final reviews and numbers of that round
are available upon request.
I AM Team GB Day

British Wrestling worked with Team GB to host the ‘Nations Biggest Sports Day’ in
August 2019. Clubs around the UK were offered free material to deliver a free club
session to the local community with free promotion from the main sponsors, Toyota.
BWA hosted an event in partnership with Barton AC in Eccles. It was supported by RRG
Toyota Salford Quays with the resident Olympic Silver Medallist from GB Taekwondo’s
Lutalo Muhammad to support the event. It hosted free sessions in Wrestling, Boxing and
Weightlifting.
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BBC Community Games

British Wrestling worked with Impact Fitness Wrestling Academy to support the BBC
Community Games in Birmingham. This saw over 4000 local participants attend the
event and over 1000 participants take part in TAG Wrestling. The BBC Community
Games organiser Dennis Kennedy had commented that Wrestling was the most popular
sport amongst the attendees, especially female participants.
Partners and Sponsors
BWA has been exploring the avenues of gaining
external sponsorship. We have been able to secure
five partners in the form of Steroplast (medical and
cleaning specialists), MMA Matting (Matting
Specialists), Fight Outlet (Combat clothing and
footwear), Archon (Online fitness competition) and
Wolverson Fitness (Gym Equipment Specialists). All
our partners are here to support our membership. All
valid members can receive discounts through the
online membership portal via the menu.

Go Membership
GoMembership brought together several separate systems (Membership, Clubs,
Coaches, Qualifications, Competitions/Events and Awards). As we’ve just mentioned,
BWA was operating many tasks in different areas, as such we transitioned many tasks
to a singular online platform to help reduce work for BWA staff and make the process
easier for our clubs. The initial phase for clubs has been difficult however once a club
has uploading all their supporting documents it becomes a simpler task of renewing and
not having to provide supporting evidences that is already on the system.
As BWA has transferred competitions to our new portal, it has helped BWA track
participant data in a much more accurate way. This has allowed us to proactively
evidence the growth of the sport. As part of this modernising trend we have also moved
our events and courses online to make the booking process easier for clubs and
members. Our colour awards have also been transferred online to help reduce costs for
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our clubs. This has also helped in being able to send the certificates out electronically in
a timelier and efficient manner.

Social Media
2019-2020 saw the inclusion of British Wrestling’s embrace of social media. BWA have
created and managed the creation of a full suite of accounts to help promote the sport
and reach a wider audience to promote wrestling too. This included the launch of a
Facebook Page, Instagram and Twitter accounts. These have shown constant growth in
their reach hitting audiences as large as 20,000 hits.

Colour Awards
2019-20 saw fewer clubs putting their participants forward as BWA Sports Committee
made the decision that a certain level of award would be required to enter competitions.
This would have been actioned through regional assessment days. Unfortunately, due to
the outbreak of Covid19 in March 2020, this has been postponed until government
guidance changes.
Colour Awards
White
Yellow
Orange
Green

2019-20
43
39
10
1

2018
153
73
12
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Workforce
Referee and Official Development
During the Apr-Mar 2019-20 period saw number of coaching courses increase further
on the year before. British Wrestling has been working to plan a year in advance to help
our volunteers plan ahead. We also saw the relaunch of our Strength and Conditioning
for Wrestling CPD Course. Due to Covid19 lockdown measures in March, we made the
course free and online for our members. In 2019-2020 there has been seven coaching
courses, one CPD Course, four Safeguarding courses and one ClubMatters Club Support
Workshop hosted by British Wrestling.
During the 2019 period, British Wrestling has worked with 1 st4Sport to update the
Coach Education pathway and bring it up to standard with OfQual. This meant the
revamping of the content, PowerPoint slides and the learner portfolios.
The Course calendar had begun on a
positive note in January 2020, with
record bookings for coaching courses in
2020 with 29 bookings for Level 1
courses around the UK and 9 bookings
for Level 2 Coaching Courses in the UK by
the end of the month. British Wrestling
have continued working with UKAD and
Sport England’s ClubMatters delivering
courses and advice to support our
athletes and clubs.
Coaching courses have been planned a year in advance of 2020 in all six of the
Nations/Regions, with a spread of courses per region at two level 1 and one level 2
course per region and Home Nation. There is great interest for the Tutors to get hands
on and it is hoped that by putting courses in the calendar before the end of the 2019 for
the following year there will also be the numbers attending the courses (the most recent
course had 15 attending).
The ongoing task is to streamline the courses and move them to an online platform
provided by 1st4Sport as well as developing the Referee’s training and adding Referees
courses in early 2020.

Coach Development
British Wrestling ran six coaching courses in 2018-19 leading to 24 new Level 2 coaches
and 20 new Level 1 coaches.
Level 1
Level 2
Salford, North: 9 coaches
Salford, North: 7 coaches
Slough, South: 7 coaches
Aldershot, South: 7 coaches
Salford, North: 15 coaches
Derby, Midlands: 4 coaches
Total: 35 Assistant Coaches
Total: 14 Coaches
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British Wrestling has now implemented new guidance to become a fully accredited
wrestling coach, which includes uploading the coach uploading all relevant
documentation to the BWA online portal that is required to register. Below are the
number of coaches who have met these criteria.
Role
Level 2 Wrestling Coach

Total
82

Competitions
Thirteen competitions took place in
2019-20, the biggest competitive year
on the BWA calendar to date so far.
The calendar has shown growth with
an additional 3 events in the year. The
biggest being the Derbyshire Open
with 176 entries. It is exciting to see
the number of competitions and
entries growing from previous years
and it is a good indicator of the growth
in the sport.

Competition
Aspull Tournament
British Junior Championships
British Senior Championships
Derbyshire Open
English Junior Championships
Birmingham Slam
Derbyshire u12
Slough Wrestling
England Senior Championships
Northern Regions Closed
Celtic Cup
Scottish Open
Champions of the Mat (Slough)
Total

Entries 2019-20
134
168
120
176
173
130
72
115
100
Cancelled due to
Covid19
28
120
103
1439

Entries 2018-19
147
191
100
161
137
112
112
190
76
75

1301
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Talent and Performance
Great Britain Senior Squad (Build for Birmingham)
The GBR Senior Squad continued to grow in 2019-20 with a variety of senior wrestlers
joining the squad. Regular monthly sessions at the British Wrestling Academy were
supplemented with domestic camps in Kendal, thanks to Kendal Judo Club and British
Judo’s Elite Training Centre in Walsall. In addition, squad members were supported to
access international training camps and competitions. All of this led to a very successful
year on the mat for British wrestlers with many nations commenting how pleased they
were to see the GBR singlet back on the mat.
In September 2019, an U23 squad was formed and began training with the senior
squad. It is hoped that this U23 squad will provide an appropriate pathway for young
developing wrestlers whilst exposing them to the best quality domestic training
partners and appropriate international competitions.
In May the British Wrestling Academy hosted the Celtic Cup, a 10-match dual meet
between GBR Senior Squad and Roger Williams University from Rhode Island, USA. GBR
triumphed 9 – 1, the first time GBR have won the dual meet.
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Notable Results
Top 15 results at UWW tournaments
Wrestler
Place
Weight
Competition
Category
Ben Pollin
SILVER
FS 97kg Flatz Open Austria
(Junior)
Charlie Bowling
GOLD
FS 70kg Kuldkaru Cup U23 Competition: Tallinn,
Estonia
George Ramm
SILVER
FS 65kg Grand Prix Spain: Madrid, Spain
George Ramm
12th
FS 65kg World U23
Championships: Budapest, Hungary
George Ramm
9th
FS 65kg Henri Deglane French Grand Prix: Nice,
France
George Ramm
14th
FS 65kg European Senior Championships: Rome
Italy
Georgina
14th
WW
European Senior Championships: Bucharest,
Nelthorpe
76kg
Romania
Georgina
7th
WW
European Games: Minsk, Belarus
Nelthorpe
76kg
Georgina
BRONZE WW
Grand Prix Spain: Madrid, Spain
Nelthorpe
76kg
Georgina
4th
WW
Flatz Open: Austria
Nelthorpe
76kg
James Smith
5th
FS 61kg Flatz Open: Austria
(Junior)
Kane Charig
8th
FS 70kg Grand Prix Spain: Madrid, Spain
Malachy O’Rourke 4th
FS 57kg Flatz Open: Austria
(Junior)
Nathan Livesey
7th
FS 86kg Flatz Open: Austria
(Junior)
Nicolae Cojocaru
5th
FS 70kg European Senior Championships: Bucharest,
Romania
Nicolae Cojocaru
SILVER
FS 70kg Grand Prix Spain: Madrid, Spain
Nicolae Cojocaru
5th
FS 70kg World Senior Championships: Nur Sultan,
Kazakhstan
Nicolae Cojocaru
BRONZE FS 70kg Henri Deglane French Grand Prix: Nice,
France
Nicolae Cojocaru
13th
FS 70kg European Senior Championships: Rome
Italy
Ross Connelly
15th
FS 61kg European Junior Championships:
Ponteverda, Spain
Ross Connelly
BRONZE FS 61kg Kuldkaru Cup U23 Competition: Tallinn,
Estonia
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Talent Pathway
This squad had another great year with
success, growth and many development
opportunities for all athletes and
volunteers involved within the
pathway. We had 8 regular National
Talent Squad weekends in Manchester,
alongside a residential camp in
Lilleshall, Naples, and Lviv College of
Sports (educational sporting boarding
school). The residential camps are more
than just training but it is an
opportunity for athletes to learn how other systems work and how full-time student
athletes live daily, a real eye opener for athletes and coaches. These camps are a good
bench marking opportunity for our athletes to see where they are with some of the best
cadets in Europe. At the residential camp in Lilleshall we held UKAD workshops and
Q&A session with Olympic Champions from Georgia (Vladimer Knichegashvili) and
Azerbaijan (Haji Aliev) and the Junior National Coach of Russia (Abdusalam Gadisov).
We have athletes from all three regions
of England on the Talent Squad;
however, most athletes are from the
Northern Region. British Wrestling
Talent Lead, Jit Rahra visited Northern
Ireland to discuss the pathway and the
awards system with the coaches.
Following the meeting Wrestling NI
started regular Northern Ireland Squad
sessions which will filter into our GBR
Talent Squad, subject to athletes
meeting the eligibility criteria.
In total this year GBR Talent Squad won 8 medals at the 4 international non-UWW
tournaments attended and 1 medal at 1 UWW tournament attended.
Three athletes this year successfully qualified for the continental champions by meeting
the BWA Selection Criteria: ‘Athletes who have won two matches in any one UWW
approved competition’.
European U15 - Ella Johnson 8th out of 27th, Charlie Meadows
European Cadets – Harvey Ridings
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The European Youth Olympic Festival (EYOF
2019) Baku was a great opportunity for British
wrestling to be part of Team GB we were very
fortunate to send two of our cadet-athletes to
participate at such a high-level event.
EYOF was attended by 48 European
Countries. The two wrestlers chosen to represent
Team GB from the sport of wrestling were Lucy
McGrath (Bolton Olympic Wrestling Club) and
Harvey Ridings (Aspull Warriors). Both of
athletes had tough draws losing to the eventual
medallist of the competition.
Harvey Ridings said, “This week has been an
incredible experience for me, not only wrestling
some of the best athletes in Europe, but also being part of Team GB, meeting new friends,
and experiencing what it’s going to be like living in a multi-sport Games environment in

the future.”
In December last year the GBR Talent Squad fielded a female only team to a competition
in Italy. British Wrestling is continuing to look for ways to develop our female athletes’
coaches and volunteers by providing opportunities like this.
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At the beginning of 2020, the
Talent Squad were involved in a
session on athlete planning and
the changes to the pathway. The
athlete development plan allows
athletes and coaches to monitor
week by week training
and progress, shared securely
with each athlete and their
parents and carers.
The changes to the GBR Talent Squad have been made to support our wrestlers to
develop their skills and abilities and achieve their potential. This will focus on more
development time on the mat with the long term ambition of competiting regularly at
UWW competitions, preparing our young wrestlers for senior representation and
hopefully Olympic Qualification as part of the GBR Senior Squad.
The Talent squad will achieve this through
• Sharing best practice & learning from other National Federations
• Having a clear guide and vision each year for athletes & support staff (early
booking & schedule)
• Individual athlete planning where athletes work with coaches to set their goals
and aims, track progress and identify areas of improvement
It has been a considerable year for our pathway with plenty of changes and we are
seeing progress at all levels within our sport. I would like to thank all of our volunteer
GBR Talent Squad Coaches, regional coaches and safeguarding officers who continue to
support the pathway and the development of our sport.
Jatinder Singh Rakhra
British Wrestling Talent Lead
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Regional Squads
North
The Northern
region continued
to prosper with
high attendance
and engagement
throughout 2019.
The coaching
team first focus
was to work on
the most frequent
high percentage
attacks from
standing and
develop skills to finish and complete takedowns. Our second focus was to develop both
leg lace/cross ankle and gut wrench techniques to develop ability to score multiple
times once a takedown had been completed.
The squad has seen a significant growth in the talent pool in our earlier age groups and
especially in our female wrestlers. We are keen to nurture this talent with many of the
wrestlers being invited to attend the National Development Squad.
Jesse Bradbury
North Region Coach
Midlands
The Midlands Squad numbers have
remained regular, it is attended by a
small pool of clubs and has seen
members from those clubs attend
the NTS and some older wrestlers
have also moved from there to the
U23 GB squad.
Trevor Hoskins
Midlands Region Coach
South
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The Southern Regional squad was
able to continue working towards
their goals of improving
engagement within the region
with Wrestlers and Coaches with
a trial of a Regional training
centre at Willesden Sports Centre
managed by Mohamed which
allowed athletes and coaches to
come together between squad
meet ups to work on developing
their skills.
We are still working towards
promoting and getting more female wrestlers involved in the sport. As well as working
towards the BWA Awards and increase are number of athletes on the NTS.
Leon Rattigan
South Region Coach
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Academy
The British Wrestling Academy, Salford has cemented its place as the administrative
and operational focal point of the organisation. A fully functioning office operates at
least five days a week and it now houses the following personnel:
a.
Chief Executive Officer
b.
Operations & Academy Manager
c.
Club Development Manager
d.
Back Office Manager
The main office often doubles up as a classroom with UKAD and Time to Listen
safeguarding courses provided to our members. Work has also begun with Manchester
YMCA to create a mental health & wellbeing programme which will support our
athletes, coaches and volunteers.
Previously, United World Wrestling has recognised the potential of the Academy and
delivered two pilot schemes that launched their Level 1 & 2 Coaching Courses. Looking
to the future, there is a reasonable expectation that UWW will return and their new
Level 3 Coaching Course was due to be launched from the Academy in 2020.
The British Wrestling Performance Programme is based at the Academy with the GBR
Senior & U23 Squads, GBR Talent Squad & Development Squad and the North Region
Squad all benefitting from access to two full time mats. Whilst government restrictions
have curtailed the activities of most funded sports, our Tier 1 & 2 wrestlers are
fortunate to have a base within our control and planning for World Championships,
Olympic Qualifiers and Commonwealth Games can still proceed with minimal
disruption.
In addition, the Academy is home to the City of Manchester & City of Salford Wrestling
Clubs, FitKid Gymnastics Club, personal trainers, an MMA class and a recreation judo
class. Olga McGlinchey and Lenka Pilnikova have developed FUNdamental skills and
movement classes (based on wrestling) which are enjoyed by pupils from River View
Primary School and young people from the Manchester Salafi School. Burnage Academy
for Boys and Manchester Metropolitan University have also rented space and purchased
basic wrestling classes.
These initiatives ensure that the Academy is used by a remarkably diverse group of
people including young people from the Dar Ul Hadith mosque, Wellington Road,
Manchester. Indeed, relationships with the mosque have continued to flourish and their
requirement for additional hours doubled within a short period of time, a female only
fitness class for young Muslim women was introduced every Thursday morning.
Integration into the local community continues to be extremely important to the
organisation and once again Discretionary Rates Relief has been secured for this
financial year (limited to 85% off the total bill), examples of community work conducted
at the Academy include:
• Hosting elements the Round ‘Ere Project: Championed by the East Salford Youth
Partnership, the project provides the youth of Salford with coordinated physical
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activities and we regularly provide updates to councillors/youth service staff
during the course of normal business.
Use of the building as an Embassy Office for the Slovakian Government: On two
occasions the building was rented to facilitate the issue of passports and travel
documents.
The hosting of St. Mikulas Christmas celebrations: For two consecutive years
Slovakian primary school children have enjoyed this celebration.

Other significant events that took place throughout the fiscal year included:
• Hosting a Division 3 USA wrestling team from Roger Williams University, Rhode
Island: The occasion was used to deliver the Celtic Cup tournament (a dual meet
where GBR competed for the first time as a team) and a two-day training camp
where local athletes trained with American wrestlers and coaches (May 2019)
• Hosting the Sport Authority of Thailand: The third consecutive year that the
World Academy of Sport brought senior managers from Thailand to discuss
programme development whilst they toured the city (August 2019)
• English Senior Championships: The third consecutive year this tournament was
hosted in the Academy and over 100 senior athletes were attracted (February
2020)
• Visit of Foyle College, Londonderry: Approximately 70 pupils and 6 teachers
“kicked off” their rugby tour of Manchester with a FUNdamental wrestling class
delivered by members of the national coaching team (March 2020)
However, after 34 years of service the building now requires an uplift, the building is
beginning to show signs of wear and tear and an overarching plan to revamp the
interior is being compiled, this includes the restructuring of office space, the upgrading
of changing facilities and toilets plus a reworking of the entrance and S&C areas.
New signage and lighting for the exterior would be very welcome and help capitalise on
the potential that exists when high volumes of cars pass by every day; such investment
would also reduce the further occurrence of low-level vandalism and graffiti.
Approaching the end of the fiscal year, an assessment of the finances clearly
demonstrated that the Academy as beginning to break even and that the overall running
costs were under control. Business opportunities were being identified and exploited
e.g. greater use of the S&C area and a more wide-ranging schools offering. The
professional advice outlined within the Oaks Consultancy report was being adhered too
and progress monitored by the Board.
Since then the occurrence of Covid19 has presented significant challenges and the
Academy doors closed in mid-March 2020.
On the other hand, time has not been wasted and attempts to raise the profile of the
Academy are beginning to bear fruit, there is significant interest from UK Sport, Sport
England and sponsors all of whom are prepared to invest in the building. There is now a
sense that with the right combination of funding the building and the programmes
delivered within can excel perhaps even to the level of an Elite Training Centre.
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In conclusion, the Academy remains a vibrant and welcoming space where wrestling
still remains at the core of everyday activities. Progress is evident but none of these
advances could be delivered without a strong group of volunteers and for that the BWA
is extremely grateful.
Barry Pollin
Operations & Academy Manager
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Nations and Regions
British Wrestling has been working with the regions to support their development.

Scotland
Scottish Wrestling has started with a very strong plan for the 2019-2020 year. After an
increase in membership and demand for wrestling from previous years the projections
were promising and aligned with the SW strategy.
SW has acquired funding for 2 part time staff members. This was a great step towards
developing SW as an organisation and ensuring sustainability and stability within the
organisation and the sport in Scotland.
In 2019 the SW team has organised the first Scottish Open Championship in the last 5
years. The competition has received great feedback from athletes, coaches, volunteers,
and spectators.
The 2019 year has also been successful in performance. Scottish Athletes have achieved
fantastic results at international level and a first ever 5th ranked athlete in the world.
SW has developed a new Talent Development and Performance Structure and Athlete
Pathway.
Unfortunately, due to COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020, we have had to cancel all
activities until further notice. The pandemic had and continues to have a terrible impact
on wrestling in Scotland, but we are all part of the great sport of "Wrestling" and all the
difficulties will only make us stronger.

Wales
Wrestling in Wales, like the rest of the UK, has been disrupted by Covid as of March
2020. Clubs continue to remain in touch with members, but restrictions have prevented
training.
During 2019/20, Kane Charig announced his retirement from competition. We are very
pleased that his commitment to the sport is continuing as he has now taken up the role
of national coach. Kane has tremendous experience and talent to share. Curtis Dodge
won the British Senior title, confirming his role as one of the leading British wrestlers.
We continue to work with clubs in Wales to build the number of affiliated and
registered clubs and coaches. We are grateful for the support of Sport Wales and the
Welsh Sports Association. Our priority has been compliance with the Governance and
Leadership Framework for Sport in Wales. As part of this, we have recognised the need
to revise our constitutional framework, which we aim to progress during the coming
year.

Northern Ireland
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2019/2020 was a very productive year for Wrestling Northern Ireland. Establishing
our governing body and being acknowledged by BWA at the start of 2020 was critical.
Athletes continued to develop at a great pace and clubs really pulled together to begin a
journey with success and fun at all fronts.
Northern Ireland, under the guidance of our new head coach, Stuart Baker, produced an
incredible result at the Helsinki Open with a top 15 finish out of 65 and the best result of
a home nations squad and the first event as a N.I. squad.
The NTS system is in place and has generated great interest within the region. More
and more clubs from all the martial arts disciplines are taking notice. They are starting
to take part in events and looking towards full membership within the BWA system.
2020 began well however in March 2020 we begin to face a difficult year for wrestling
but clubs have been excellent in identifying ways to keep everyone motivated and
training in any way they can. We all look forward to opening up and a strong process to
be ready for any events as they become open. Birmingham 2022 is fast approaching,
and Northern Ireland is looking to be prepared with medal contenders.

Northern Region
The Northern Region has seen a progressive year in 2019/20. Membership has
remained steady and clubs have shown an increase on last year’s 10 to 12 associate or
affiliated clubs.
With the increase of clubs in 2019/20 this has been due to the BWA membership
system having saved the clubs documentation to allow for an ease of reaffiliation and
reducing the amount of paperwork for our volunteers. If your club requires support,
please contact British Wrestling’s Development Team.

Midlands Region
The midlands region has gone through an exciting time with the appointment of a new
chair to the regional committee. The formation of a focus committee of key clubs has
been in development to help give the sport of wrestling a focus during the lead up to the
2020 Commonwealth Games. This also saw wrestling featured at the BBC Community
Games in Birmingham being the most popular sport amongst the more mainstream
sports of Football and Rugby. The region has also seen growth in the number of clubs
based in the region from 7 in 2018/19 to 10 clubs in 2019/20.
Competitions
The Midlands Region has played host to some of the most attended competitions on the
national calendar. Below are the events:
• Impact Fitness Academy CIC hosted SLAM Birmingham National Competition
2018
• Middleton and Wirksworth have hosted 3 competitions in the year
• Derbyshire Open
• Derbyshire Under 12s
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English Junior Open Championships in Nottingham
Futuwwa Wrestling club Peterborough hosting British Junior Open
Championships 2018

Coaching Courses
The region has worked with BWA to organise and upskill a new education workforce.
We know have two Tutor/Assessors from within the region to help deliver the coach
education pathway in the Midlands.
Clubs
BWA Affiliated/Associated clubs in the Midlands region has grown to 8 clubs in the
region.

Southern Region
BWA has pursued various avenues to reform the Southern regional committee, this has
included contacting leading figures in the wrestling community in the region to see if
they would take the position. BWA have formed a rudimentary group of representatives
from the wrestling clubs in London.
By the end of 2019 we had the first informal meet up of clubs in the south region in
Central London with the intention to meet regularly and develop an action plan to
redevelop the south regions committee, create a southern wrestling championships and
commit to delivering regular coaching courses in the region. BWA had delivered one
NSPCC Time to Listen course in London for the areas volunteer safeguarding workforce.
British Wrestling has supported 8 clubs to reaffiliate to BWA which is a positive grown
on the past year.
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